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Abstract The ubiquity of camera phones provides a conve-
nient platform to develop immersive mixed-reality games.
In this paper we introduce such a game which is loosely
based on the popular card game “Memory”, where players
are asked to match a pair of identical cards among a set of
overturned cards by revealing only two cards at a time. In
our game, the players are asked to match a “digital card”,
which corresponds to a scene in a virtual world, to a “physi-
cal card”, which is an image of a scene in the real world. The
objective is to convey a mixed-reality sensation. Cards are
matched with a scene identification engine which consists of
multiple classifiers trained on previously collected images.
We present our comprehensive overall game design, as well
as implementation details and results. We also describe how
we constructed our scene identification engine and its per-
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formance. Finally, we present an analysis of player surveys
to gauge the potential market acceptance.
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1 Introduction

The increase in functionality and processing power of mo-
bile phones in conjunction with the massive bandwidth af-
forded by advanced telecommunication networks allow a
plethora of innovative and interesting game applications to
be developed for mobile phone users, e.g., [1, 11]. In addi-
tion, the existence of high-resolution cameras on many mo-
bile phones opens up another interesting direction for games
based on image or video processing techniques.

In this paper we describe an innovative game applica-
tion which exploits cameras on mobile phones. Our game
consists of using the phone camera as an input interaction
modality (a way for the user to interact with the game).
The aim of our game, apart from the obvious role of pro-
viding entertainment, is to convey a feeling of “mixed re-
ality” (i.e., a seamless interchange between a virtual world
and the real world) to the user. Indeed our design approach
is based on providing similar input modalities for interacting
with the virtual world and with the real world. The game is
inspired by the popular card game “Memory”, where play-
ers are asked to match a pair of identical cards among a set
of overturned cards by revealing only two cards at a time. In
our game, the players are asked to match a “physical card”,
which represents the real world, to a “digital card”, which is
a token of the virtual world.

The game begins with the process of collecting a digital
card: The player goes to a pre-determined location, and, with
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the aid of a custom software on the phone which exploits
orientation sensing hardware, points the phone camera at a
pre-determined direction and orientation (i.e., at a “virtual
scene”). This is to simulate a photo taking experience in the
virtual world, and it is emphasized that the corresponding
real-world scene at which the player is inadvertently guided
to aim is inconsequential for the game. Upon “snapping” the
virtual scene at the right vantage point, the player receives
the digital card which is actually an image of a real-world
scene in a separate location.

Drawing from his familiarity of the local geography or
guidance from the system, the player proceeds towards the
location inferred from the digital card. Upon reaching the
correct area, the player attempts to capture the scene with
an image (the physical card) which resembles the digital
card contents as closely as possible. The physical card is
then transmitted to a service provider which employs a scene
identification engine to verify the card. If verification is ob-
tained, the player has successfully matched a pair of cards,
and he can continue to collect the remaining card pairs (by
first receiving directions to the next digital card). In a com-
petitive setting, the player who collects all cards first is the
winner.

We call this game “Snap2Play”, and the overall success
of the game is indicated when the player, apart from being
entertained, is immersed during the interchange between the
physical and virtual world, i.e., he is only mildly aware of
the differences between capturing the digital card and the
physical card. The main components to achieve this are in-
teraction techniques and devices that provide mixed-reality
feelings, and a image-based scene identification engine.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 de-
scribes in detail the rules and flow of the game. Section 3
describes a very important aspect of the game which is how
we design and implement interaction techniques and devices
that are capable of simulating a photo taking experience on

a mobile phone for collecting the digital card. Section 4
explains the other major aspect of our game which is how
our scene identification engine is constructed. Section 5 re-
ports empirical results of the scene identification engine, and
also an analysis of player surveys. Finally, the conclusion is
drawn in Sect. 6.

2 How the game works

Snap2Play can be implemented as a single- or multiplayer
(co-operative or competitive) game. The player interacts
with the game through a mobile phone installed with the
Snap2Play application. The overall flow of the game is co-
ordinated through the mobile phone network (i.e., GPRS)
by a game server (henceforth, the “game system”). Upon
starting, the player is first introduced to the rules and ob-
jectives of the game, and is prompted to select his preferred
game trail based on the descriptions provided by the appli-
cation. The design of the game trail allows the incorpora-
tion of various vested interests, e.g., introduction to tourist
spots or shopping precincts, promotion of physical fitness.
The player then proceeds to hunt for the first digital card by
receiving, from the game system through the phone network,
a message with the rough location of the card. The aim is for
him to enter the “Primary Search Area (PSA)” of the card;
see Fig. 1.

The system will automatically detect when the player en-
ters the PSA, after which a 2D digital compass which points
to the direction of the digital card is activated on the phone.
Based on the guidance by the compass, the player moves to-
wards the digital card until he eventually reaches a “Reduced
Search Area (RSA)”. This is the pre-determined physical lo-
cation, with a certain level of tolerance, where the digital
card is embedded at a pre-defined orientation in space. The
above steps are achieved through using GPS navigation.

Fig. 1 The Snap2Play game
scenario
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Once the player enters the RSA, a text notification is
given to activate the phone camera and to use it to locate
and snap the digital card. The player is guided with a soft-
ware that exploits attached orientation sensors on the phone
to aim the camera at a pre-determined vantage point of
the digital card. When the correct view-point is established,
the player is notified through a superimposed image on the
video feed or through tactile feedback, and the player can
trigger the camera to collect the digital card. The elaborate
manner in which the digital card is obtained is aimed at sim-
ulating the experience of capturing an image in a virtual
world. Section 3 describes in detail how this is achieved.

The digital card is actually an image of a scene in a sep-
arate location. The player will need to find the location in-
ferred from the digital card based on either his familiarity
of the local geography or guidance from the system. When
the player reaches the PSA of the physical card, the compass
will be invoked to guide the player towards the correspond-
ing RSA; see Fig. 1. The player proceeds by trying to snap
an image of the scene (the physical card) to match the con-
tents of the digital card. The physical card is sent (e.g., via
MMS) to the system to be verified by a scene identification
engine. Section 4 describes how the scene identification en-
gine is constructed. If the cards are deemed matching, the
player can continue to collect the remaining cards (by re-
ceiving a message with the rough location of the next digital
card) if the game has not finished.

3 Collecting a digital card

The goal of this subsystem is to simulate a photo-taking
experience of a virtual object, i.e., the digital card. It is a
“mixed object”, since the digital card is also augmented with
a physical location. We aim to simulate a photo-taking expe-
rience of a digital card as being similar to taking a picture of
a physical object or building. To this end we design and im-
plement interaction techniques and devices that impart sen-
sations of performing the intended actions in the physical
world. The following describes how we achieved this.

3.1 Designing the interaction technique

For the conceptual design of such an interaction technique,
we used the Mixed Interaction Model [3]. To describe mixed
systems, the model focuses on mixed objects. It helps in de-
signing and identifying task objects and tools. In this case,
the task object is the augmented digital card and we modeled
interaction techniques for collecting it.

According to the Mixed Interaction Model, a mixed ob-
ject is defined by its physical and digital properties as well
as the link between these two sets of properties. The link
between the physical and the digital parts of an object is de-
fined by “linking modalities”. As shown in Fig. 1 (bottom

part), a linking modality includes the two levels of an in-
teraction modality [12], i.e., a pair (device, language). As
opposed to interaction modalities used by the user to inter-
act with mixed environments, the modalities that define the
link between physical and digital properties of an object are
called linking modalities. The mixed object augmented dig-
ital card in Fig. 2 (bottom part) has two types of linking
modalities: Input linking modalities acquire and interpret a
subset of physical properties and output linking modalities
are in charge of generating physical properties based on the
set of digital properties. The model helps in designing such
a mixed object. For more details, refer to [3, 4].

3.2 Embedding and locating a virtual scene

Here we explain how the mixed interaction model described
previously is materialized. Three parameters are required to
embed a virtual scene in the physical world: a 2D coor-
dinate (i.e., a GPS location), the direction (relative to the
north) to face the scene, and the orientation (relative to the
ground) to view the scene. The three different sensing instru-
ments to achieve this, respectively, a GPS receiver, a com-
pass, and a tri-axis accelerometer, are described in Sect. 3.3.
When designing the game trail, the three parameters of all
digital cards are recorded. Locating a digital card during
play is a matter of re-producing its embedding parame-
ters.

Acquiring the first parameter involves the straightforward
process of reading from a GPS receiver and digital com-
pass attached to the phone by the Snap2Play application.
When locating a digital card during play, the system itera-
tively monitors the GPS location and heading of the player
through the GPRS network and notifies the player when he
is sufficiently close to a PSA or RSA (cf. Sect. 2 and Fig. 1).
Once the correct GPS coordinate is obtained, the system no-
tifies the Snap2Play application to activate the video feed
and begins to monitor the compass and accelerometer read-
ing in order to provide guidance to the pre-determined “van-
tage point” (orientation) from which to view a virtual scene.
Feedback to the player is given visually through the video
feed, whereby a variable sized image of the digital card (to
signify divergence from the correct orientation) is superim-
posed. Feedback via video is crucial to compel the player
to acquire a digital card as though he is acquiring a phys-
ical card. Once the right orientation is obtained, the player
triggers the phone to collect the digital card.

3.3 The hardware

In our implementation, two standalone devices are required
apart from the mobile phone. First is the Holux GPSlim
236 Bluetooth GPS receiver which contains a SiRF-Star-
III chipset, allowing it to have an accuracy within 3 m; see
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Fig. 2 The Mixed Interaction
Model from which we designed
the interaction technique for
collecting the digital card

Fig. 3 The hardware components in our implementation

Fig. 3(a). This is digitally connected to the mobile phone
via the Bluetooth protocol. Its small size allows the player
to carry it conveniently in a pocket. Despite the impres-
sive accuracy, the existence of high-rise buildings and fre-
quently overcast sky in our game trails make GPS read-
ing unrepeatable, hence the inclusion of the PSA and RSA
to allow some degree of tolerance of positioning error in
the game. Note that more advanced phone models with on-
board GPS receivers will render such an extra device unnec-
essary.

In addition, a compass and a tri-axis accelerometer are
also needed for the game. While the compass gives head-
ing relative to the magnetic north, the tri-axis accelerome-
ter provides orientation-sensitive readings. These functions
can be conveniently provided by an instrument called the
“Sensing Hardware Accessory for Kinaesthetic Expression
(SHAKE)” device. The “SK6” model is used in our game.
The accelerometer needs to be attached to the phone, and
fortunately the small form factor of the SK6 allows this to
be easily achieved; see Fig. 3(b). It is also digitally inter-
faced to the phone via the Bluetooth protocol. Finally, the
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mobile phone used in our system is the Nokia N80 model1

which has a 3 Megapixel camera. Figure 3(c) shows the ac-
tual phone used in our system.

4 Collecting a physical card

The collection of a physical card requires the determination,
without soliciting manual attention, of whether a physical
card (an image) corresponds to the scene at which a player
should be seeking to match the current digital card he is
holding. Many previous works on object and scene category
recognition (e.g., [5, 7, 8, 10]) provide excellent potential so-
lutions. We take a discriminative machine learning approach
for this task. Our scene identification engine consists of clas-
sifiers trained on previously collected sample images of the
scenes. A discriminative approach is favored here due to its
simplicity, in that less parameter selection effort is required,
and effectiveness, as is evident in [8, 10]. Note that the scene
identification engine resides on the coordinating server of
Snap2Play and not on the mobile device.

4.1 Multiple classifiers for scene identification

Our scene identification engine consists of N classifiers Hn,
where N is the number of physical cards to be collected in
a particular route, and 1 ≤ n ≤ N . Given a physical card I,
the following result is obtained:

n∗ = argmax
n

Hn(I), (1)

where Hn(I) evaluates the confidence of I belonging to
the nth scene. Provided that Hn∗(I) is larger than a pre-
determined threshold, I is assigned the label n∗. Otherwise,
the system is programmed to decline classification. If n∗
matches the digital card that is currently pending, then I is
successfully paired.

Before training Hn, a set of sample images of the N

scenes have to be collected. Ideally, the samples should be
captured in a manner that includes, as much as possible,
the variations expected from images taken by the players
as Fig. 4 illustrates. Secondly, the type of feature to be ex-
tracted from input images I on which Hn operates has to be
determined. Experimental results from object and scene cat-
egory classification [5, 7, 8, 10] suggest that local features
which are invariant to affine transformations are very suited
for the task. In particular, the SIFT [9] and SURF [2] frame-
works have been proven to be effective and robust against
distortions caused by rotation, scaling, affine transforma-
tions, and minor lighting changes. They comprise two com-
mon stages, namely keypoint detection and local descrip-
tor assignment, although both stages were developed from

1Effort is currently underway to migrate to the Nokia N95.

Fig. 4 SIFT and SURF keypoints on a sample image. Since these
methods have different characteristics, the detected keypoints do not
necessarily overlap

different physical considerations. Each descriptor is a fea-
ture vector, typically of 64 or 128 dimensions, which rep-
resents a keypoint. Matching descriptors of different key-
points amounts to comparing the underlying visual patterns
which gave rise to the keypoints. Figure 4 shows the SIFT
and SURF keypoints of a sample image. In our current
Snap2Play prototype we used the SIFT method.

4.2 Acquiring and condensing sample image sequences

Frequently the physical cards correspond to large man-
made structures, for example, shopping malls, monuments,
or even large murals. In practical circumstances the player
is likely to take and submit any physically accessible facade
of the structure as an answer. Consequently data collection
becomes complicated: Capturing from afar to fit a structure
in an image causes important visual features (e.g., SIFT,
SURF) to disappear, so naturally we prefer close range im-
ages. However, close distances allow a large number of dis-
tinct viewing positions and viewpoints, and hence, distinct
facades of the structure.2 The data collector is presented

2Here, “viewing position” differs from “viewpoint”. The former im-
plies an x–y coordinate on the surface of the Earth, while the latter
refers to the direction towards which to observe a structure given a
viewing position.
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Fig. 5 Capturing the facades of
a large structure by recording a
video. The video frames contain
a lot more information about the
structure than a few images

with the dilemma of choosing among them, especially if
each facade has the equal probability of being presented for
validation.

To alleviate this problem we propose to capture large
structures with video recordings. Instead of snapping just a
few images, the collector pans smoothly to capture a struc-
ture in video, i.e., in a “pure planar motion” [6]. For a given
viewing position, a set of video recordings can acquire much
more information about a large structure than a few still im-
ages. Figure 5 illustrates the idea.

Collectively a massive number of keypoints are detected
in the frames (images) in one video, and we must reduce the
number of keypoints to consider for training image classi-
fiers. Since our videos are recorded in a smooth panning mo-
tion, many of the keypoints in a frame will be re-occurrences
from the previous frames (but in slightly differing views).
We can track keypoints across the sequence to identify the
overlaps.

Let {(xi ,pi )} and {(yj ,qj )} be the sets of keypoints de-
tected in two successive frames. Symbols xi and yj denote
the keypoint positions and pi and qj their descriptors. Since
the images represent two views of the same scene, a homog-
raphy H exists between corresponding points:

Hỹ × x̃ = 0, (2)

where ỹ and x̃ indicate the homogenous coordinates of y
and x. Our aim is to find the best homography H∗.

To achieve this, we first compute a pairwise similarity
matrix using the Euclidean distance between pi and qj . All
possible corresponding keypoints between the two frames
are identified by considering that a pair of keypoints are
matching if the distances of their descriptors are below a pre-
defined threshold. H∗ is determined as the H that allows the
largest number of corresponding keypoints to overlap (i.e.,

the distance between x̃ and Hỹ is below a certain threshold).
We perform a RANSAC procedure to estimate H∗. For more
details, refer to [6].

The process is repeated successively on each frame pair,
and overlapping keypoints are accumulated into the same
track, while keypoints without matches are simply dis-
carded. The descriptors of keypoints in the same track are
summarized with the mean vector of the descriptors. This is
achieved in an incremental manner during keypoint track-
ing:

μt+1 = m

m + 1
μt + 1

m + 1
pt+1, (3)

where μt is the current mean vector of a track consisting
of m overlapping keypoints, pt+1 is the descriptor of a key-
point newly assigned to the track, and μt+1 is the updated
mean vector. The mean vector, essentially a descriptor itself,
is regarded as the representation of a particular consistently
re-occurring visual pattern.

Figure 6 illustrates the idea, and Fig. 7 shows an exam-
ple result. As an indication of effectiveness, a typical struc-
ture to be registered as a physical card is fully captured by
a 25-frame video. This collectively contains a total of about
30,000 SIFT keypoints. Among these, only about 4,000 are
determined as unique by the method. Hence, the procedure
condenses a large number of keypoints from a large struc-
ture to a much smaller and manageable number of keypoints.
This will speed up the image classifier training algorithm in-
troduced next.

4.3 Training classifiers via boosting

Many possibilities exist to construct Hn given a set of key-
point descriptors condensed from videos of structures in-
tended as physical cards. We apply the technique of boost-
ing to train Hn. A popular boosting algorithm, the AdaBoost
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Fig. 6 Finding keypoint
overlaps using temporal
continuity

Fig. 7 Overlapping keypoints are re-occurrences of the same local fea-
ture. In this pair, crosses are detected keypoints, and those with bound-
ing circles indicate that an overlap is found

procedure, was adapted in [10] for object-class recognition
with impressive results, and we apply their method here. Ba-
sically boosting constructs the desired classifier Hn by lin-
early combining T weak classifiers:

Hn(I) = 1
∑T

t=1 αt
n

T∑

t=1

αt
nh

t
n(I), (4)

where ht
n is the t th weak classifier of Hn, and αt

n is its cor-
responding weight (αt

n ≥ 0).
A weak classifier ht

n determines whether query image I
belongs to scene n. Each ht

n must be able to classify cor-
rectly at least only half of the time (hence “weak classi-
fiers”), but when their decisions are aggregated a competent
overall classifier Hn can be obtained. For our task, a weak
classifier is defined as

ht
n(I) =

{
1 if mind(vt

n,p) ≤ θ t
n for all p from I;

0 otherwise,
(5)

where vt
n is the defining feature of ht

n, and p is one of the
keypoint descriptors detected in I. Function d(·, ·) is a pre-
determined distance metric (e.g., Euclidean) in the descrip-

Table 1 The AdaBoost algorithm to train a classifier Hn for the nth
physical card

Input: Condensed training videos (S1, l1), . . . , (SK, lK) with labels,
where lk = +1 if Sk belongs to the nth physical card, and lk = −1
otherwise. The total number of weak classifiers T to combine.

Initialization: Set weights w1 = · · · = wK = 1.

Perform

1. for t = 1, . . . , T do

2. Find best weak hypothesis ht
n with respect to

w1, . . . ,wK using the weak hypothesis finder

routine in Table 2.

3. Compute E t
n = (

∑K
k=1,ht

n(Sk)�=lk
wk)/(

∑K
k=1 wk),

where ht
n(Sk) means subject all the condensed

descriptors of Sk to weak classifier ht
n.

4. Compute βt
n = √

(1 − E t
n)/E t

n and αt
n = lnβt

n.

5. Update wk ← wk · (βt
n)

−lk ·ht
n(Sk).

6. end for

Output: T weak classifiers ht
n with corresponding weights αt

n. Thresh-
old of ht

n is given by the weak hypothesis finder routine in Table 2.

tor space, while constant θ t
n is a closeness criterion for ht

n.
More intuitively, ht

n is activated (returns ‘1’) if there exists
at least one keypoint in I that is sufficiently similar to vt

n.
Finally, it can be seen that Hn ∈ [0,1].

For a particular physical card, any descriptor mean vec-
tor condensed from its video frames can be used to define a
weak classifier, i.e., to be used as the vt

n in (5). The goal of
AdaBoost is to select a subset of all available weak classi-
fiers for which the defining visual features, as far as possi-
ble, simultaneously exist in the facades of that physical card
while at the same time do not appear in the facades of other
physical cards. The algorithm which is shown in Table 1
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iteratively chooses weak classifiers depending on how well
they perform on sample videos with different weights, which
are in turn computed based on how well previously selected
weak classifiers perform on these samples. The closeness
criterion for a weak classifier is provided by the weak hy-
pothesis finder routine in Table 2.

5 Results

5.1 Scene identification performance

We first examine the performance of the scene identifica-
tion method independently of the game. To achieve this we

Table 2 The weak hypothesis finder routine

Input: Labeled condensed descriptors (vf
k , lk) and weights wk , where

1 ≤ k ≤ K and 1 ≤ f ≤ Fk . Fk is the total number of condensed de-
scriptors in the kth video Sk .

1. Define distance metric d(·, ·) for descriptors.

2. For all descriptors vf
k and all videos Sj , find the

minimal distance between vf
k and local features

in Sj :

dk,f,j = argmin1≤g≤Fj
d(vf

k ,vg
j ).

3. Sort the minimal distances as such: For all (k, f ),

find a permutation πk,f (1), . . . , πk,f (K) such that

dk,f,πk,f (1) ≤ · · · ≤ dk,f,πk,f (K).

4. Select the best weak hypothesis as such: For all vf
k ,

compute the following value

argmaxs

∑s
j=1 wπk,f (j)lπk,f (j)

and select vf
k for which the above value is the

largest.

5. Compute threshold for best weak hypothesis as

θ = 1
2 (dk,f,πk,f (s∗) + dk,f,πk,f (s∗+1)),

where s∗ is the value of s at the maximum in

Step 4.

Output: Best weak classifier defined by the selected vf
k and its corre-

sponding θ .

collected an image database of landmarks that can poten-
tially be used as physical cards. The landmarks are mainly
buildings with prominent facades in our campus. They were
recorded in video in the manner described in Sect. 4.2 and
Fig. 5. The device used is an off-the-shelf consumer digital
camera. In our database, the length of the videos range from
1 s to 10 s depending on the size of the place, while the fram-
erate is kept at 25 fps. Also depending on the physical size,
3 to 6 videos were recorded for each landmark. In general,
larger buildings require not only more videos, the videos are
also lengthier. Figure 8 illustrates the types of landmarks we
have collected. We recorded 44 different landmarks which
amount to about 21,000 image frames or 1.5 GB of data.
Videos of the same landmark were assigned the same class
label.

For each landmark, a separate testing set of still images
(collectively 1349 images) were also captured in an uncon-
strained manner on different days, from different viewing
positions and viewpoints. They are labeled according to the
landmark class labels. Note that our digital camera, like
most consumer models, captures video in a much lower res-
olution (480 × 640) than still images. The pre-processing
steps we applied include resizing the images to 240 × 320
pixels and a color to greyscale conversion.

It is quite improbable that a game trail includes 44 physi-
cal cards since it would be too physically demanding. There-
fore, we randomly sample the database to form subsets of
5 landmarks each. The landmarks in a subset represent the
physical cards that a player would encounter in a game trail.
The testing set is sampled accordingly. A total of 24 such
subsets were created. The classification accuracy and train-
ing duration of the proposed method were evaluated and av-
eraged across each subset. This is compared against apply-
ing [10] directly on the database images without employing
the video summarization procedure. Figure 9 depicts the re-
sults.

From the Receiver Operation Characteristic (ROC) curves
of the classifiers, compared to applying [10] directly, it is
evident that the proposed method can train more accurate
scene identification engines. This is due to the fact that

Fig. 8 Types of landmarks in
our database
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(a) Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curves. These are ob-
tained by varying the threshold imposed on the output of Eq. (4)
before deciding whether to accept or reject the classification result

(b) Training durations. The X-axis corresponds to the number of
training images in a subset

Fig. 9 Scene identification results and training durations. “Baseline
method” indicates applying [10] directly without employing the video
summarization technique

summarizing images of the training videos according to
the proposed method allows us to filter out spurious key-
points, leaving only keypoints that are consistently reoccur-
ring across frames to be used for boosting. Conceding a false
acceptance rate of 2% provides a true acceptance rate of
more than 90%—this is more than sufficient for Snap2Play
where in the course of a game most players would query
only once or twice for each physical card. This also means
that we can impose a high threshold to guard against “impos-
tor” images (images not corresponding to any of the physical
cards) intentionally taken by the players to fool the system.
In terms of training durations the proposed method is at
least 10 times quicker than applying [10] directly. This is

Fig. 10 Several screenshots of the user interface of Snap2Play on the
Nokia N80 of our system

because the video summarization procedure reduces, by a
big margin, the number of descriptors to consider for boost-
ing. Thus, preparing the scene identification engine for a
trail with 5 physical cards takes just about 1 hour.

5.2 Our system and an example trail

We implemented Snap2Play as a single-tier Java Platform
Micro-Edition (J2ME) client application. The client was de-
veloped in a modular approach to allow future versions to
incorporate new input modalities and sensors. Snap2Play re-
quires an interface to capture and perform scene identifica-
tion on the physical card. We built an interface with a client–
server architecture which allows transmission of the image
to the game server via GPRS or WiFi. The communication
layer of the our interface is developed using Java Platform
Standard-Edition (J2SE) and the scene identification engine
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Fig. 11 When attempting to collect a digital card an animation is su-
perimposed on the video feed which reacts according to the phone
movement. The player must point the phone at the right orientation

and direction so as to position the animation in the middle of the screen
before the card can be collected. Upon collection a digital card which
serves as a clue to the corresponding physical card is given to the user

is built in C++ for performance. Figure 10 illustrates the ac-
tual user interface on the mobile phone of our system, while
Fig. 11 depicts the process of collecting a digital card.

Next we present an example of a Snap2Play trail. This
trail is designated along a path in our campus, as shown on
a map in Fig. 12, and it contains three pairs of cards. Repre-
sentative buildings of institutes in our campus were chosen
as the physical cards, as depicted in Fig. 13(a). Actual im-
ages submitted by the trial players for physical card verifica-
tion are shown in Fig. 13(b). Large magnitudes of variations
in lighting condition and pose as well as unintentional occlu-
sions exist in these images. The robustness of the scene iden-
tification engine allows it to successfully recognized images
taken in such conditions. However, severe pose changes and
affine distortions can still result in failure of identification.

5.3 Player surveys

Thirty trial players with ages in the range of 15 to 25 were
recruited to play and complete a survey at the end of the
game. The trail to follow was the campus trail described in
Fig. 12. The objective of the survey is to gauge the market
acceptance level of Snap2Play among early adopters, and
also to find areas for further improvement. To ensure that
the surveys were completed with independent opinions, only
one player was allowed to follow the trail at one time. The
players begin after some briefing, and most took around one
hour to collect all three pairs of cards. Some crucial survey
results are shown in Fig. 14.

Figures 14(a) and 14(b) allow us to conclude that, from
the players’ point of view, the performance of the scene
identification engine in terms of accuracy and speed was ex-
cellent, since a majority of them find that the number of at-
tempts required to validate a physical card and the speed
to achieve that validation is acceptable. An overwhelm-
ing majority of the players agree that the user interface of
Snap2Play on our Nokia N80 was easy to use, as depicted
in Fig. 14(c). According to Fig. 14(d) most players find the
game entertaining, and would not mind playing it again, al-
beit there are some who remarked that they would only at-
tempt it again if the trail was different. Hence, it is confirmed

Fig. 12 A Snap2Play trail in our campus. “D” and “P”, respectively,
indicate digital and physical cards. This trail is approximately 1 km
long

that Snap2Play has enormous potential, but the design of the
trail and the places at which the digital and physical cards
are embedded play a very integral role in ensuring the con-
tinued popularity of the game. Finally, we attempt to esti-
mate, from the players’ point of view, to what extent the
mixed reality feeling is conveyed. Results in Fig. 14(e) show
that the players find the process of collecting both types of
cards easy, suggesting that both digital and physical cards
require similar amounts of effort to complete. A more direct
question in Fig. 14(f) reveals that most players agree that
the experience of collecting the digital and physical card is
similar, thus allowing us to conclude that the goal of mixed
reality is fairly successful.

6 Conclusion and future plans

In this paper we propose a novel mixed-reality game which
is implemented on mobile camera phones. The game re-
quires the player to match a physical card in the real world
to a digital card in a virtual world. This was achieved by
exploiting orientation sensing hardware and a scene identi-
fication engine. Experimental results show that boosting de-
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Fig. 13 Collecting physical
cards of the trail

(a) Representative buildings of institutes are the three physical cards in the trail

(b) Actual images submitted by players for physical card verification. All these are correctly recognized
except the one with the cross due to severe distortions

Fig. 14 Some of the crucial survey results

scriptors to construct discriminative classifiers is an effective
technique for constructing the scene identification engine,
while the proposed video processing method allows us to
use large landmarks for physical cards without consuming a

prohibitive amount of training time. Player surveys obtained
from thirty trial players disclose that our implementation of
Snap2Play has mostly achieved our objectives, including be-
ing entertaining and conveying the sensation of mixed real-
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ity. The surveys also allow us to conclude that Snap2Play is
a promising game that can find wide market adoption.

Our next step is to implement Snap2Play in commercial
hotspots, e.g., shopping precincts, tourist spots, historical
trails, where various commercial interests can be incorpo-
rated in the game, e.g., players obtaining promotional of-
fers upon successful completion, trails that involve cards at
shops of advertisers. We aim to gather data on the accep-
tance level of Snap2Play from the public at large, and also
to invite industry partners to provide their inputs.
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